2:30 – 3:10  REGISTRATION

3:10 – 3:15  Mitch Brigell  Welcome

Session 1  Carol Westall, Chair


3:30 – 3:45  Mike Marmor  Red vs white automated fields in Plaquenil screening

3:45 – 4:00  Jason McAnany  Light adaptation has different effects on the harmonic components of the Flicker electroretinogram

4:00 – 4:15  Rad Tzekov  Oscillatory potential filtering: Are all issues resolved?

4:15 – 4:30  Winston Lee  Multi-modal imaging in autosomal dominant retinitis pigmentosa

4:30 – 4:45  Stephen Tsang  Progressive visual loss in a teenager

4:45 – 5:15  BREAK

Session 2  Mike Marmor, Chair


5:30 – 5:45  Neil Parry  When is an onset not an onset? An ERG riddle

5:45 – 6:00  Tomoharu Nishimura, Shigeki Machida, Mineo Kondo, Hiroko Terasaki, Daisuke Yokoyama, Daijiro Kurosa K  Enhancement of ON-bipolar Cell Responses of Cone ERGs in Rabbits with Pro347Leu Rhodopsin Mutation

6:00 – 6:15  Mirela Tabacaru  Unusual macular scar in a 26 yr old woman

6:15 – 6:30  Scott Brodie  ERG Diagnosis of Leukocoria

6:30 – 6:45  Laura Finkelberg  Multifocal ERG and cone density in adolescents with type 1 diabetes

6:45 – 7:00  Balazs Varsanyi  An interesting case of negative ERG